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Abstract: We aim to implement a single-chip
hardware detection engine for virus scanning. Our
study is based on the ClamAV virus database, which
contains 88.9K strings and 9.6K extended hexsignatures with restricted regular expression (regex)
features. We have previously presented cost-effective
hardware architectures to detect the 88.9K strings and
3.2K regex patterns that are composed of multiple
string segments. In this paper, we shall present
hardware architectures to detect the remaining 6.4K
regex patterns. Our method is based on the information
reduction approach. We transform the byte-oriented
matching problem to a token-based matching problem.
A regex pattern contains one or more segments, and a
segment may be subdivided into multiple non-trivial
tokens. In general, a token is associated with one or a
few regexes only. The input byte stream is converted
into a token-stream using dedicated hardware units,
where the number of tokens is much less than the
number of bytes. The token-stream is processed by a
NFA-based aggregation unit to determine if any
segment can be found. Detected segments are further
processed by a scoreboard to determine if any multisegment pattern can be found.
Index Terms—string matching, regular
expression matching, virus detection, hardware
architecture.

I.
INTRODUCTION
Every system connected to the Internet is
susceptible to different kinds of attack such as virus
and worm inflections, junk mail (spam messages) and
email spoofing. Therefore there exists an increasing
demand for network devices capable of inspecting the
content of data packets in order to enhance network
security and provide application-specific services.
Firewalls were used considerably to prevent access to
systems from intrusions but they cannot get rid of all
security threats, nor can they identify attacks when
they occur. Hence, next generation firewalls should
provide deep packet inspection [3] capabilities, in
order to provide prevention from these attacks.
Network Intrusion Detection Systems (NIDS)

performs the function of deep packet inspection.
Matching engines inspect packet’s payload searching
for patterns that would alert security threats.
Matching every incoming byte against thousands of
pattern characters at wire rates such as for 3G, 4G
high mobility communications is a complicated task.
Signature-based virus detection is a
computation intensive task, in particular for the
detection of virus patterns that contain regular
expression (regex) features. ClamAV is an opensource anti-virus software for gateway email
scanning. There are two types of rules in the
ClamAV virus database, namely the MD5 file
checksums and embedded virus signatures.
The number of non-wildcard bytes in the set of
6K regexes is about 450K. Modeling the matching
problem using deterministic finite automaton (DFA)
is out of question because exponential state explosion
is inevitable. Conceptually if the conventional byteoriented matching approach is applied, the underlying
NFA will have more than a million states. To process
one input byte the NFA needs to look up the
transition rule table for several thousand times. As a
result, the system complexity is high while the
processing speed is unacceptably slow. Our proposed
method is based on the information reduction
approach. Instead of using the conventional byteoriented matching, we transform the regexes into
equivalent token-based patterns. A token is a nontrivial sub-pattern (which may contain regex features)
extracted from the underlying patterns. The tokens
can be seen as a hypothetical alphabet set with very
large cardinality, e.g. the number of unique tokens is
greater than the number of regexes in the pattern set.
The input byte-stream is transformed into a tokenstream using cost-effective hardware modules, where
the number of tokens in the token-stream is much
smaller than the number of bytes in the original input.
When a token is received, the NFA-based detection
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system will only need to make a few state transitions.
As a result, the complexity of the underlying
automaton can be reduced substantially, and costeffective implementation in hardware is viable. We
shall show that our method to detect the 6K regexes
only requires about 1.84 MB of on-chip memory.
Together with our previous results, it is possible to
implement a hardware detection engine for the full
set of ClamAV embedded virus signatures on a single
FPGA. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
viable design of a hardware virus detection engine in
one FPGA.
II.
RELATED WORK
Implementation of NIDS signatures as
deterministic finite-state automata (DFAs) may leads
to state explosion problem. Although the overall
memory has been reduced by Yu and Chen with the
proposal of multiple DFAs, state-space explosion
arises for complex signature sets. Another limitation
is the increased scanning time because multiple
DFAs should inspect payloads now. State explosion
problems has not been resolved completely even after
the implementations of DFA compression techniques
based on transition rule reduction and data encoding.
For the HFA method, hardware implementation
details have not been revealed clearly. Bloom filters
techniques proposed by Ho and Lemieux pose upper
bound limit on the length of string segments to be
handled. The major limitation of hardwired circuit
approach to exploit parallelism is that they require
FPGA to be reconfigured for every database update.
State explosion problem has not been addressed in
the approach presented by Lee to detect virus
signatures with regex features based on
generalization of Aho-Corasick string matching
algorithm. In this paper we present a memoryefficient parallel string matching scheme using the
pattern dividing approach and its hardware
architecture for identification of patterns. Initially the
byte stream is transformed into token stream by
dividing the long target patterns into sub-patterns
with a fixed length and then processed with bit-based
comparisons. In this approach, there is an increased
number of shared common states due to reduced
length and this approach is very efficient when
compared with the cases of the string matching with
byte-based comparisons. Here, we present the results
of our implementation with open-source IDS
software ClamA. ClamAV virus database consists of
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basic, regular expression (or regex) and MD5 types.
A basic signature is represented as a continuous byte
string and a regex signature is an extension of the
basic pattern with various wildcards. The amount of
processing speed achieved with the optimizations of
string matching algorithm and the improvement in
throughput has been analyzed. The methodology that
we developed here is efficient in terms of throughput
and worst-case performance. The proposed method
speeds up the processing rate of the string searching
by three times.
III.

PROPOSED DETECTION METHOD.
The set of 6K regexes contains 1866
instances of * and 16K counting blocks, and the
count values can be very large. The large number of
counting blocks poses great challenge to the design
of the hardware detection engine.
We use different approaches to handle the 5
types of displacement counts. The arbitrary
displacement * is equivalent to the at-least count {0}. We use the * and atleast count {n-} as delimiter to
divide a pattern into segments. Segments that are not
pure string may be subdivided into 2 or more tokens.
String tokens can be detected using our P-AC [7] and
QSV [3] string detection methods. An extended PAC detection method called PACX is used to detect
fixed-length tokens with 4 to 15 bytes that contain a
string component at the front plus a small number of
wildcard bytes, nibbles and/or alternate bytes.
MXNFA [8] is a more general regex detection
method, and it is used to detect more complex tokens
that may contain counting block(s) and other regex
features.

Figure 1. Block diagram of the virus detection
engine.
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The overall organization of the virus
detection engine is depicted in Fig. 1. Hardware
modules are built to detect the three types of tokens,
namely string tokens, PACX tokens and MX-NFA
tokens. The input byte stream is converted into a
token stream, where the number of tokens is much
less than the number of bytes. An example based on
virus Worm.Allaple-11 is shown in Fig. 1 to illustrate
idea. The AU is responsible for reassembling the
tokens to form segments. If the detected segment is a
pattern, then its ID is sent to the output interface
directly. If the detected segment is part of a multi
segment pattern, it is inserted into the segment queue
for further processing by the Scoreboard.
Division of segment into tokens
If a segment is a string, then it is not
subdivided. Short segments (e.g. 15 bytes or less)
may be detected directly by the PACX pipeline or
MX-NFA unit directly. If a long segment contains
displacement counts, alternate bytes and nibbles, then
the segment may be subdivided into 2 or more nontrivial tokens. One should note that tokens need not
be disjoint. First, we shall use the displacement
counts as delimiters to divide the segments into
multiple components. If the component is a string
with at least 3 distinct byte values, then it may form a
string token. If the component is a single-byte or
double-byte, then it is merged with the adjacent
component or parts of the adjacent component
together with the displacement count to form a more
distinctive token. Detection of token with large exactcount value or range count with large lower-bound is
expensive. Hence, the preprocessing module will try
to avoid having these 2 types of count included in the
token definition. If a token contains a range-count {nm} and it is not the first token of the segment, the
range-count can be replaced by an at most count {m}. The lower-bound displacement can be verified
by the AU.
PACX token detection unit:
The PACX method is an extension of our PAC string detection method. The length of the token
that can be detected by a PACX pipeline is bounded
by the length of the pipeline. Second, wildcard byte,
nibble, and alternate byte values can be supported by
the PACX pipeline.
The structure of the PACX pipeline for
processing tokens with 4 to 7 bytes is depicted in Fig.
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2. Each pipeline stage is consisted of a lookup table
and a processing unit. An entry in the lookup table
may contain up to 6 fields, the character (char), a
character mask (cm), the next state (ns), a bit-select
mask (bs), the token ID (tid) and 4 control flags
(isPattern, isSegment, isFirst, isSecond). The bits
isPattern and isSegment indicate if the token is a
pattern and/or a segment by itself. The bits isFirst and
isSecond are used by the AU. Table LT0 only
contains the ns and bs fields, tables LT1 to LT2 do
not have the tid and control flags fields, and table
LT6 does not have the ns and bs fields. LT0 is
directly indexed by the input byte, and no comparator
circuit is required. For the other stages, the address
for accessing the local table is obtained by the direct
indexing plus bit-select (DIBS) approach [7]. The
selected bits extracted from the input byte form the
offset which is added to the current state value to
obtain the address for accessing the lookup table. If
bs = 00 (i.e. no bit is selected), then the offset value is
zero. If the input byte matches the (char, cm) pair
retrieved from the local table, then the associated ns,
bs and tid (if applicable) will be passed to the next
pipeline stage or output interface; otherwise a null
(zero) value is passed to the next stage or output
interface. The output interface is made up of simple
ORgates that combine the outputs from the 4 output
stages to one final value. Tokens that are detected by
the given PACX pipeline should be mutual exclusive,
i.e. there will not be multiple matches in the same
cycle.

Figure 2. Block diagram for the PACX pipeline for
tokens with 4 to 7 bytes, and internal structure of a
pipeline stage.
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The character mask cm is used to support
the matching of wildcard, nibble and alternate bytes.
Let c7…c0 represent the stored character char, and
m7…m0 represent the cm, and d7…d0 represent the
input byte. The output of the comparator is defined
by the Boolean equation match=∏ (mi +
⊕ ) . To match a wildcard byte ??, cm is set to
00. To match the nibble e?, cm is set to F0.
We shall illustrate the organization of the
PACX pipeline using an example. Consider the set of
tokens shown in Fig. 3. The construction of the
lookup tables for the pipeline stages is based on the
character-trie of the given set of tokens. The number
next to an edge is the transition symbol, and the
number inside a state is the base address of the given
node in the corresponding lookup table. Setup of the
lookup tables of the PACX pipeline for the sample
set of tokens is shown in Fig. 7. The table entries
corresponding to tokens t1 and t5 are highlighted.
Figure 3. Sample set of tokens and the character-trie.
Let’s consider the branch point at node A in
the character-trie for t1 to t3. The transition symbol
for the upper branch A → B is 32, and the transition
symbol for the lower branch A → C. We use the bitselect mask bs to differentiate the two groups of
transition symbols. A subset of bits is chosen such
that the symbols of the two branches can be
differentiated. To differentiate 32 , we need to choose
the last 3 bits, i.e. bs is set to 07 in entry 01 of LT2.
The last 3 bits of 32 are “010”, and the last 3 bits of
[33-39] are {“011”, “100”, “101”, “110”, “111”,
“000”, “001”}. The selected bits extracted from the
input byte form the offset value for accessing the
table LT3. The transition edge for A → B is stored at
address 03 of LT3, and the transition edge for A → C
is made up of entries 01 to 02, and 04 to 08 of LT3.
The transition edge for C → D is implemented by 2
table entries at addresses 05 and 06 in LT4. The set
of 10 symbols can be divided into 2 subgroups and
by setting bs to 08 (selecting the fourth bit from the
right). For the subgroup, cm is set to F8 (the
rightmost 3 bits are don’t care). For the subgroup, cm
is set to FE (the rightmost bit is don’t care). An
example to illustrate the operation of the PACX
pipeline is given in the appendix.

MX-NFA token detection unit:
The MX-NFA regex detection method was
initially developed to support intrusion detection. In
principle MXNFA can also be used to detect the full
virus patterns but the cost can be very high for long
patterns and patterns with large exact-count and
range-count. In this study, the virus signatures are
divided into tokens, and the MXNFA is used to
process tokens that cannot be detected by other
methods. The design of the MX-NFA detection unit
is refined for virus detection.
In the Snort regex, the counting block
corresponds to the repetition of a symbol by the given
number of times. For example the Snort-style regex
r1 = “number\d{8,16}” represents a prefix string
“number” followed by 8 to 16 decimal digits. When
the hardware sees the prefix string in the input, it
starts the counting. During the counting process, the
hardware needs to monitor if the input character
fulfills the counting criterion, i.e. the input character
is a digit. If the input character does not meet the
counting requirement, the counting process is
aborted. In this regex, the prefix string is not
compatible with the counting criterion, i.e. if the
input character is the letter ‘n’, the counting process
will be aborted because the character is not a digit.
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In virus detection, the counting block
represents a displacement, and the input byte value is
don’t care. Hence, the hardware needs not monitor
the value of the input byte during the counting
process. The prefix string in front of the counting
block is usually very short, e.g. a few bytes. As a
result, we shall be facing the recurrent count problem
for checking exact-count and range-count. Consider
an example token with an exact-count 1122{n}3344.
When the hardware sees the 2-byte prefix string
1122, it starts a counter to count for n cycles.
However, during the counting process if the prefix
string 1122 is seen again, the hardware needs to start
another counter. We call this phenomenon recurrentcounting. If recurrent-counting is possible, the exactcount cannot be checked by one (or some fixed
number of) hardware counter. Fortunately, atmost
count is the most popular type of variable
displacement in virus signatures, and it can be
detected by a single hardware counter. Consider an
example token with an at-most count 5566{-n}7788.
When the hardware sees the prefix string 5566, it
starts a counter to count-down from n+1 (value of the
at-most count plus 1). The hardware for the detection
of the suffix string 7788 is enabled while the value of
the counter is non-zero. If during the counting
process the prefix string is seen again, then the
counter is simply reloaded with the initial count
value.
The MX-NFA method is based on NFA.
The transition rules of the underlying NFA are stored
in an active rule table, where each rule can be
enabled or disabled dynamically by the embedded
hardware circuits. The block diagram of a MX-NFA
unit with a count module is shown in Fig. 8. The 8-bit
input symbol is used as the address to retrieve a 36bit word from the memory array. The size of the
memory array 256×36 is chosen due to the
characteristics of the FPGA block RAM. Multiple
match units can be cascaded to detect regexes
requiring more than 36 transition rules. The i-th bit of
the memory word represents whether the input
symbol matches the transition symbol of the i-th
entry (transition rule). A column of 256 bits in the
memory array is used to encode an arbitrary character
subclass for a transition rule. To encode a wildcard
byte ??, all the 256 bits in the column are set to 1. To
encode a null entry, all the 256 bits in the column are
set to 0. The behavior of a transition rule is defined
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by the associated control flags listed in Fig. 9. The Ebit of a transition rule changes dynamically, while the
other control flags are static. The forward activation
signal aj of the i-th entry is connected to the input pj
of the (i+j)-th entry.

Figure 4. Block diagram of the MX-NFA match unit
with a count-module.
The count module is used to support the checking of
at-most count. It contains an initial count register and
a count-down counter. The 36 transition rules are
divided into 4 quadrants. The rules in the top
quadrant can interact with the count module, and
these entries have 2 additional control flags R and C.
When an activate count signal AC is sent to the count
module, the initial count value is loaded to the
counter, and the counter starts the count down. When
the counter counts down to zero, i.e. makes a 1 to 0
transition, a count-event signal CE is generated and
the counter stops counting. For exact count, the
counting block will be unrolled. A range-count {nm} is equivalent to an exact-count plus an at-most
count, i.e. {n}{-(m-n)}. The exact-count is unrolled
to occupy n match entries in the MX-NFA unit, and
the at-most count is checked by a count module.
The setting of the E-bit, and generation of
the forward activation signals a1 to a4, and match
signal M are defined by the following Boolean
equations. Let Et denote the value of the E-bit in
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cycle t. The symbol Reset represents the system reset
signal.

For the transition rules associated with the count
module, the Boolean equation for the setting of the Ebit and the generation of the signal AC are shown
below.

Figure 5. Control flags of a MX-NFA match entry.
Forward activation of multiple rules can be
used to support at-most count of 1 to 3. Consider an
example token equals to 1122{-2}3344{-8}5566. The
setup of the MXNFA rule table is depicted in Fig. 10.
The at-most count {- 2} is handled by introducing 2
wildcard entries (e3 and e4), and the forward
activation control of e2 is set to activate the next 3
rules e3 to e5 when it is fired. The at-most count {-8}
is checked by the counter module. The bottom part of
the figure shows the changes of the E-bit of the rules
for processing the input 11228833449988556677.
After system reset, E-bit of e1 is set to 1,
and it will remain active with H=1. When e1 is fired
in cycle 1, e2 is activated in cycle 2. When e2 is fired
in cycle 2, it activates e3 to e5 in cycle 3. The
wildcard symbol of e3 and e4 is representing by
having all the 256 bits in the given column set to 1.
Both e3 and e4 fire in cycle 3, and as a result e4 and
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e5 remain active in cycle 4. When e6 fires in cycle 5,
it activates e7 and also starts the counter. The H-bit
of e7 is equal to 1, hence e7 remains active until its
E-bit is cleared by the count-event expected to be
generated by the counter in cycle 14. While e7
remains active, it will continue to check for the first
byte of the suffix string. Entry e7 is fired in cycle 8
when the input byte matches the symbol of e7. When
e8 is fired in cycle 9, the local_tid of the token is
output. Rule e9 with a null symbol is used as a
delimiter, i.e. all the 256 bits in the given column of
the memory array are set to 0 and the rule will never
fire.

Figure 6. Setup of the MX-NFA rule table for the
token 1122{-2}3344{-8}5566, and the changes of the
E-bit when processing the input. The superscript F
represents the rule is fired, and the superscript M
represents a match output is generated.
A 9-bit register is associated with each MXNFA match unit. The output interface produces an
11-bit local_tid value. The leftmost 9 bits of the
local_tid are obtained from the register, and the
rightmost 2 bits are generated by the interface circuit.
The rightmost 2 bits represent the quadrant number
of the matching entry. A valid local_tid should be
non-zero. If the output local_tid is zero, then it means
no token is found. When multiple tokens are mapped
to the MX-NFA, it is required that a quadrant cannot
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contain output entry of more than 1 token. Also, the
tokens mapped to the 36-entry MX-NFA unit cannot
produce concurrent match outputs. The local_tid
value is later converted to the actual token ID
together with the associated control flags via a token
descriptor table.
Token refinements, ID assignment and design of the
AU:
Out of the 6059 regex signatures 5250
patterns contain only 1 segment and 809 patterns are
composed of 2 or more segments. The total number
of segments is 7925, and the number of distinct
segments is 7568. A segment may be shared by
multiple patterns. This usually happens when the
patterns concerned are variants of the same virus. Out
of the 7568 distinct segments, 829 segments are not
subdivided, 6739 segments are divided into 2 or more
tokens. The AU is used to reassemble the detected
tokens to determine if any multi-token segment can
be found. We shall first explain the general principle
and design of the AU, and then discuss the token set
refinement and token ID assignment policy.
The AU is implemented as a NFA with
conventional transition rule tables and embedded
processing logic. A state transition graph is
constructed for the set of subdivided segments. Fourbit tid is used in the example. The chosen example
segments will also help to explain the necessary
refinements of the token definitions and token ID
assignment policy. The transition edges from the root
node to the level-1 nodes are labeled with the tid
only. The first token of a segment can appear
anywhere in the input, and it has no location
constraint. The transition edges from other nodes
contain 4 fields (tid/wc, minD, maxD), where wc
represents the number of wildcard bits on the right
hand side of the tid field (bits that are ignored in the
comparison), minD and maxD represent the
displacement constraint. The NFA will make a
transition from the current state to the next state if the
input token matches the tid/wc and the displacement
constraint specified by minD and maxD.
The second token of segment Sa can have
variable length. Hence, the minimum and maximum
displacement of the second token of Sa from the first
token are 22 and 29 bytes, respectively. The value of
minD and maxD for the transition edge from node 1
to the output node for Sa are set to 22 and 29,
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respectively. For segment Sb, the rangecount {100250} of the second token is replaced by an atmost
count {-250} to reduce the cost of the hardware
detection unit. The minD value of the transition edge
from node 2 to the output node for Sb is set to 102
based on the lower bound of the range-count in the
original token. Hence, the verification of the lowerbound displacement is done by the AU, instead of by
the token detection unit.
IV.

RESULTS

Simulation .

RTL SCHEMATIC:

Technology Schematic.

Design Summary.
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Timing Diagram.

V.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented memory-based
hardware architectures to detect 6K ClamAV virus
signatures with restricted regex features. Our method
is based on the information reduction approach by
transforming the byte-oriented matching problem to a
token-based matching problem. Three types of
tokens, namely string token, PACX token and MXNFA token, are defined. The detected tokens are then
processed by the aggregation unit (AU), which is
implemented based on conventional NFA approach.
Outputs of the AU may be further processed by the
scoreboard to determine if any multi-segment pattern
can be found. Hence, it is possible to put together our
designs of the detection engines for the 88.9K strings
and 9.6K regexes in one FPGA or ASIC. How to
obtain a better solution to this problem is left to the
future work. Another direction for future research is
regarding the improvement of the processing speed.
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